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Spatial structurein the retail trade:
a study in product differentiation
with increasingreturns
Geoffrey Heal*

This article develops a model to analyze the implications of economies of scale
in transportationfor the spatial distribution of retail outlets andfor- the structure
and pricing of public transportation systems. Consumer-s (or workers) are
located around the circumference of a circle wvitha single producer-(or-employer)
at the center. Consumers may buy directly from the center (workers may drive
directly to the center), or they may buy from shops on the circumference which
have bought in bulk from the center- (workers may drive to stations on the circumference and commute by public transportation). The article examines the
socially optimal patter-nof outlets, the pricing policy which supports this and the
effects of alternative pricing policies, and the patterns of outlets resulting from
various forms of competition. Among the results derived, it is shown that the
socially optimal pattern cannot be sustainted by nondiscriminatory pricing that
covers average costs, and that attempts to cover average costs may lead to large
distortions. In addition, without price discriminatioti, competition usually leads
to an excessive number of outlets if the market is large and to an insufficient
number if the market is small.

1. Introduction
* The classic article on problems of spatial location and their implications
for product differentiation is the work of Hotelling (1929). His analysis of the
location decisions of two firms competing to serve consumers distributed along
a finite straight line led him to enunciate the much quoted principle of minimum
differentiation. He argued that the locational choices of the firms would converge towards the center of the line, and argued by analogy that, in general,
competitive forces would tend to create "a socially uneconomical system of
prices, leading to needless shipment of goods and kindred deviations from
optimum activities, and an undue tendency for competitors to imitate each other
in quality of goods, in location, and in other essential ways." In some other
early and instructive contributions, Lewis (1945) and Lerner and Singer (1937)
developed these and related ideas further.
* University of Essex.
I have benefited greatly from the perceptive comments made on an earlier draft by my colleagues
Peter Holmes, Pat Rice, Manik Sen, and Tony Venables. Discussions with Graciela Chichilnisky
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clarifying my ideas.
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More recently Eaton and Lipsey (1975), Shaked (1975), and Stern (1972)
have returned to this general class of problem. They have extended the analysis
to consider numbers of firms in excess of two, nonuniform distributions of consumers, and unbounded, nonlinear, and two-dimensional market areas. Their
conclusions suggest that the bounded linear market area considered by Hotelling
was rather special, and that his principle of minimum differentiation does not
generally carry over to more complex situations. Although the present paper is
clearly within the tradition that these earlier writers have established, it is
directed towards a rather basic issue which is not directly tackled in the earlier
work. My concern is primarily with the determination of the number of outlets,
something which is taken as exogenous in the earlier work. Most of the results
that one finds there are of the form: "If there are n firms, then the equilibrium
locational pattern is such and such, which is (or is not) socially optimal."
Typically, there is no attempt to explain how many firms there will be, or whether
this number of firms itself (as opposed to the pattern in which they are distributed) is correct. There are, of course, good technical reasons why this question is
avoided: in these models technology is always assumed to display constant or
diminishing returns to scale, in which case the number of enterprises is typically
indeterminate or infinite.
Another related difficulty with the earlier literature is that, although it is
tempting to see it as modeling the retail trade, the models used usually have no
explicit reference to production. Retailers, however, are by definition intermediaries between consumers and producers. Therefore, to analyze retailing
convincingly one needs a model containing both consumers and producers,
so that there is a genuine role for a middleman. Such a model should explain
why there is a need for retailers as middlemen.
My basic hypothesis here is that one cannot explain either the number of
retail outlets or the role of retailers as middlemen without recognizing the importance of increasing returns in retailing. There are probably many causes of
this, though my main concern here will be with economies of scale in transportation. However, the basic activities of storing, retrieving, and selling also
display some measure of increasing returns. It is also true that an important
aspect of the retailer's role is the acquisition and dissemination of information-information about the quality, range, and prices of products available:
Wilson (1975) has shown that activities involving the acquisition and use of
information may also be characterized by increasing returns. Hence, there
are several reasons for believing that economies of scale are important, and
indeed this will come as no surprise to anyone familiar with current trends in
concentration in the retail sector.
As I have indicated, I am concerned here with the effect of economies of
scale in transportation, and to this effect will consider a very simple model with
consumers located around the periphery of a circle and a single producer at the
center. I shall assume that the cost of transporting a unit of weight a unit of distance is smaller, the larger the total load. Each consumer may buy either by going
directly to the center or by going to his local shop, which is located on the circumference. This shop will, in turn, have bought from the center, but in bulk
and thus at lower transportation costs. Within this simple framework I examine:
(1) the pattern of shops which minimizes total transportation costs-this
is
referred to as the socially optimal pattern-and the pricing policies which
will support this pattern;
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(2) the patterns of shops resulting from profit maximization, either by single
independent firms or by all firms acting together as a retail chain to maximize joint profits;
(3) the pattern that results if shops practice price discrimination between consumers at different locations by paying some or all of the transportation
costs from the shop;
(4) the patterns resulting from free entry and from imperfect competition in
this retail market.
In summary form, the conclusions that emerge are:
(1) The socially optimal pattern of locations cannot be sustained by nondiscriminatory pricing that covers average costs, and attempts to charge uniform prices covering average costs may lead to major distortions.
(2) If a profit-maximizing retail chain is allowed to exercise price discrimination
by offering free delivery, the outcome will be optimal.
(3) Without the possibility of price discrimination, profit maximization usually
leads to an excessive number of shops (in general, excessive product differentiation) in large markets, but an insufficient number of shops in small
markets. In other words, with increasing returns and product differentiation,
large markets tend to be overserved and small markets underserved, relative
to the optimum.
Although the model presented here is intended primarily as one of the
spatial structure of retail outlets, it can also be interpreted in terms of alternative
transportation systems or in terms of product differentiation in general. In this
sense, it has similarities to recent works by Spence (1976) and Salop (1979).
These alternative interpretations are all presented in the next section.

2. The models
* Consider a group of consumers of a single good. They live uniformly distributed around the circumference of a circle of radius r. The good is manufactured at the center of the circle. Each consumer has an inelastic demand
of density q for the good, and each occupies a length of circumference of
61, subtending an angle 60 = 1l/rradians at the center.
The good must be transported to the consumers and there are economies
of scale in transportation. In particular, the cost of transporting Q units a
distance d is
C'(Q) < O,
(1)
C(Q)Qd,
C"(Q) > 0.
C(Q) is thus the unit cost for transportation-the cost of moving one unit of
the good one unit of distance. This cost falls, at a decreasing rate. Particular
forms to be considered for C(Q) are:
C(Q)=

Q,

(2)

where all costs are fixed, and
C(Q)=-+f3,

(3)

which contains a fixed cost and an element of unit cost linearly related to the
amount moved.
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We assume each consumer may, if he wishes, arrange for the good to be
sent directly from the center to him at a cost per unit of the good of C(q6l)r.
This is the average cost per unit of sending qp3 units a distance r. However, because of the economies of scale in transportation, there may be scope for shops
on the circumference to buy in bulk from the center, thereby incurring relatively
low transport costs, to serve the consumers near to them. Even if the shop makes
a profit, the total of transportation costs from the center to the shop, plus profit,
plus transportation from the shop to the consumer, may, because of these
economies, be less than the cost of transportation from the center to the consumer directly. We shall be concerned with analyzing the optimal configuration
of shops, i.e., the configuration which minimizes the total cost of meeting the
given inelastic demand, and with comparing this with the configurations that
would be established by market forces.
It is well worth noting that this model can be given another interesting
interpretation. Consider a community of commuters who live around the
periphery of a circular city and work at the center: they need to travel to the
center every day, and there are again economies of scale in transportation. There
are two modes of transportation available: private transport, which enables the
individual to proceed directly along a radius from his home to the center, and
public transportation. The use of the latter requires the individual to travel by
private transportation around the circumference to one of a finite number of
stations on the periphery and then to go directly to the center along a radius.
Although this involves greater total mileage, it may nevertheless be less expensive because public transportation can take advantage of economies of scale.
In the context of such a model one can examine the optimal provision of public
transportation and the effects of different pricing policies. It should be clear that,
formally, the two models are identical: all that differs is whether one speaks of
stations or shops. In each, what is at issue is a comparison of costs from small
scale but direct journeys to the center with those of larger scale but less direct
journeys, given the existence of scale economies.
In the transportation interpretation, C(Q) can be interpreted as giving cost
per person per mile as a function of the number of people carried (a continuous
variable). Then qp3 is the value of the argument Q when the number of people
carried is one, and if n is the number carried,
nq6l = Q,
so that we can alternatively write C(nq6l) for the cost per person, where q6/ is
a parameter of the transportation system. It is convenient to absorb this into the
functional form and just write C(n) as the cost per person per mile.
As mentioned in the introduction, our model can also be interpreted as
having some bearing on the problem of product differentiation. At one level this
is obvious because the shops are supplying services differentiated only by location, so that the variable under consideration is just the degree of differentiation. There is also a less direct but perhaps more important relationship, since
it is possible to see the product differentiation problem in its most general setting
as essentially a problem in patterns of location. Suppose one adopts a model
which regards consumer demand as a function of a number of basic characteristics embodied in products, so that the natural setting of the analysis is a characteristics rather than a goods space. Each ray through the origin represents
a potential commodity defined by possession of the various characteristics in
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certain proportions, and one can clearly choose the units of commmodities so
that potential commodities are represented by points on the surface of the unit
sphere-or, in the case of only two characteristics, on the perimeter of the unit
circle. In such a setting the choice by firms of a particular pattern of product
differentiation is equivalent to the selection of a set of points on this surface.
This analogy between problems of product differentiation and of spatial
location will not be developed further here, because it is by no means complete.
It should, however, be noted that two recent papers on monopolistic competition and product differentiation (Spence, 1976; Salop, 1979) consider issues very
close to those with which I am concerned. Both consider models with fixed
costs and so, in effect, increasing returns in production.
In particular, the present model is very close to Salop's, which also has
consumers arranged around the circumference of a circle. In his model there is
competition from an "outside good" which is not necessary identical with the
good under consideration: in my model the possibility of buying from the center
plays the role of the outside good. Although there is a striking similarity between
Salop's model and the present one, the questions to which they are oriented are
somewhat different. Salop's concern is mainly with comparative static issues
and the nature of market equilibrium, whereas mine is mainly with welfare
issues relating to pricing policies and the optimal degree of differentiation.
In terms of the questions asked, Spence's (1976) paper is close to the
present one: he, too, is concerned with comparing optimal and actual levels of
differentiation. His conclusions, however, are different: he tends to find that a
market equilibriumproduces an insufficient number of products, each at an excessive scale, relative to the social optimum. The present model cannot investigate
the scale of total production, as demand is inelastic: it does, however, find
biases in both possible directions in the range of products available.

3. The socially optimal solution
* In this section we analyze the configuration of shops which minimizes the
total cost involved in transporting the good from the center to the consumers.
Two assumptions are basic to the discussion: the number of shops is a continuous variable, and the solution is symmetric. Given the completely symmetric
statement of the problem, the latter seems eminently reasonable and could
readily be given a formal justification. The former simplifies the analysis by
replacing inequalities with equations, without apparently changing the salient
features of a solution.
We shall suppose each retailer has a market area which subtends an angle
of 0 radians at the center, calculate the total associated transportation costs,
and then minimize these with respect to 0. The total quantity retailed by a shop
with market area 0 is rOq, so that the cost of transportation from the center to
the shop is
C(rOq)rOqr.
(4)
There is, in addition, a cost of transporting goods from the retailer to the consumer. For a consumer situated an angular distance a radians from a shop, this is
C(q61)raq6l,

(5)

as qp1 is the amount he buys, and aerthe distance it is moved. Note that these
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FIGURE 1
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circumferential costs are so formulated that they do not have the advantage of
economies of scale. Each shop-consumer journey is a separate one: there is no
delivery man moving from the center to the edge of the market area delivering
en route. This seems the most appropriate assumption in the context of an
analysis of suburban
shopping or commuting habits.
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Total costs per retail outlet are thus given by (4) plus (6). There are 2rr/60
outlets, giving a total transportation cost over the whole market of
2C(r6q)r qrr- + C(q6l)q

-

66

r

- ir-.

2

(7)

It follows that the optimal market area 6* must satisfy
C'(r6*q)
=I - 1 1 C(q61)
C'(rO*q)=
66-(8)
We shall investigate the solution to (8) for functional forms such as (2) and (3).
It may, however, be useful to approach these via a graphical analysis, as in
Figure 1. This shows both components of (7) and their sum, total cost, as a function of 6. The circumferential element of costs increases linearly in market
size 6, whereas the radial element decreases with 6 because of economies of
scale, but does so at a decreasing rate. The optimal market size 6* strikes a
balance between these tendencies.
For the functional form CQ) =1Q, representing the extreme case where
all costs are overhead, the solution to (8) is
6* =

(9)

2(66) 1/2.

More generally, the cost function (3) with both fixed and variable costs gives
a*=

4ca66
2(80)ll.
ac + f3q61

1/2
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Equation (9) is striking because the solution is independent of the level of
demand. In (10) the level of demand appears explicitly, with 0* a decreasing
function of this level. Partial differentiation of (8) shows that for general cost
functions a0*laq may have either sign. Neglecting terms in 6061, we have
a00*
aq

6*

61C(q6l)

q

460r3q3CU(ro*q)

An increase in q lowers the per-unit transportation costs at any given 0 because
of scale economies, but raises the number of units to be moved. Which effect
is more important depends on the functional forms involved. For the cost function in (3), a0*/aq < 0, and an increase in demand density leads to a decrease
in the optimal market area. The increase in density allows sellers to take advantage of scale economies in a smaller market.
It is worth recalling that as 61 = r60, the radius can be made to appear
explicitly in (10). Whether this is useful depends on whether one regards it as
more appropriate to hold 61or 60 constant in the face of variations in r. Almost
certainly, it makes more sense to hold 61, the consumer's "length," constant,
ensuring a number of consumers proportional to the perimeter of the circle. In
this case the solutions 0* for both (2) and (3) are independent of r. More generally, 0* does depend on r, but in a fashion which is difficult to sign:
0*

ar

6*
r

C(ql)
2r43q2CC"(r6O*q)

4. Pricing policy
* Suppose that an optimal number of shops (or stations) is established. What,
then, is the cost of providing service to a consumer on the edge of a market
area? Clearly, the cost per unit is
6*
C(rO*q)r + - rC(ql),
2

(11)

whereas the cost per unit of buying directly from the center is
C(q61)r.

(12)

Obviously, (11) will exceed (12) for 0* = 2, and indeed for a range of 0* "near
enough" to 2. This means that average cost per unit of serving someone on the
edge of an optimal market area via a shop may exceed the average cost of serving
him directly from the center.
Although slightly surprising, this property does not contradict the optimality
of the chosen market area. To see this it helps to consider switching from a
situation where people serve themselves from the center to one where each consumer is served by a shop of market area 0*. Clearly, the switch leads to an
increase in the cost of providing for a marginal consumer (i.e., one on the margin
of a market area), but at the same time, because of economies of scale, it leads
to decreases in the costs of providing for those located near the shops. Figure 2
illustrates this: it shows the costs of serving consumers along a segment of the
perimeter. A shop with market area 0* is located at zero, and the cost of serving
a consumer at +a via the shop consists of the radial transportation cost OA
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FIGURE 2

0
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plus circumferential costs aB, where
OA = C(r0*q)r
B = C(q1)rq6l.
The cost to a consumer of buying directly from the center is C(q6l)r, which
exceeds OA. The switch clearly leads to a reduction in total costs, provided
that the areas striped horizontally are less in total than those striped vertically,
but does, of course, lead to an uneven distribution of costs, which were previously the same for all.
This observation has substantial implications for the sort of pricing policy
which is capable of sustaining the optimum. In particular, it should immediately
be clear that if shops price at or above the average cost, the resulting equilibrium
will not be optimal. Clearly, consumers for whom
Ba + C(r0*q)r > C(q6l)r

(13)

will buy directly from the center, thereby reducing the firm's effective market
size. This will have the effect of raising the radial transportation costs OA of a
shop, thereby reducing further the value of a at which an inequality such as (13)
holds. This process may continue until a new set of smaller equilibrium market
areas is established, and in some cases it may continue until the shops close
completely, and everyone buys from the center. We now examine these possibilities more closely.
If retail outlets price at average cost, then resulting market area 0 must satisfy
0

C(r0q)r + -rC(q61) = rC(q61).
2

(14)

Here the first term on the left-hand side is the shop price, and the second is the
cost of transportation from the shop to the marginal consumer. An equilibrium
will occur when the cost per unit to the marginal consumer just equals the cost
to the consumer of buying directly from the center; that is, when (14) holds.
The constituents of (14) are displayed graphically in Figure 3. The left-hand side
is a U-shaped function of 0, and the right-hand side is independent of 0. There
will therefore be two solutions (as shown in Figure 3), or no solution (if rC(q6l)
< min (rC(r0q) + rC(q6l) 0/2), or, in a singular intermediate case, one solution.
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If there is no solution, this corresponds to a situation where a shop pricing at
or above average cost can never retain a positive market. If there are two solutions, then average cost pricing may lead to either a small number of big shops or
a large number of small shops. Which particular outcome is achieved will
presumably depend on the historically given initial conditions from which the
system begins. It seems clear that, of the two possible equilibria, the one with
larger market areas is stable, and the other is unstable. To see this, let 01 and
02 be the solutions, with 0, > 0,. Ihen for 0 > 02, the marginal consumer finds
it cheaper to buy from the center, so the shop's market area falls. For 01 < 0
< 02, the converse is true. Therefore, 02 is locally stable, and similar arguments
establish the opposite for 0,.
The optimality of solutions to (14) has not so far been discussed. The matter
clearly merits investigation, and Table 1 shows 0*, 0, and &,for three different
cost functions. It is clear that for C(Q) = 1/Q, 0j and 02 tend to 0 and 2, respectively, as 61/rtends to zero. Hence, one of the two average cost pricing equilibria
corresponds in this limit to the social optimum, which calls for an unlimited
number of infinitesimal shops. If an equilibrium is established at Ol, then the
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1
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welfare loss will be negligible in the case of 81 "very small," which is obviously
the interesting case. Similar statements hold for C(Q) = a/Q + ,B:in this case 0*
tends to O as 61 tends to zero, and the corresponding limits of 01and 02 are 0 and 2,
respectively. Hence, in both cases there is an average cost pricing equilibrium
which involves larger market areas than are optimal, and another which tends to
the optimal market area as the size of an individual consumer shrinks to insignificance. In both cases it is reasonable to claim that an equilibrium at 01 will
involve little welfare loss relative to 0*.
The third case is rather more complex: the cost function 1/(y + Q) differs
from the others primarily in that the unit cost does not tend to infinity as the
quantity moved tends to zero, but is bounded above by 1/-y. The only point
worth noting in this case is that if
y12rq = 1,
01, 02 = ?

+
-2r,

and both are imaginary. This is clearly still true for a range of parameter values
near those for which y/2rq = 1, and it demonstrates that in certain cases there
may be no equilibrium.
The emphasis has so far been on pricing at average cost, and the extent to
which this causes departures from the optimum. In principle, of course, pricing
at marginal cost would ensure the decentralization of an optimum, but would
lead to a loss because of the nonconvex production possibilities. Indeed, the
reader can readily verify that for the functions 1/Q and 1/(y + Q), variable and
hence marginal costs are zero, so that the optimum can clearly be sustained by
selling at marginal cost, leaving the total cost to be covered by taxation. It is
interesting that in such an extreme case, pricing at average cost produces so
little distortion.
It is particularly worth emphasizing the implications of this section for the
pricing of public transportation services. It has often been remarked that
requiring these to break even (i.e., price at average cost) leads to their being
caught in a vicious cycle of declining demand and consequently rising cost and
price. Interpreting the model as one of public and private transportation, we see
that this is, in fact, precisely what happens in cases in which 2 iS substantially
less than 0* or in which there is no equilibrium. People on the edge of a station's
intended service area find it cheaper to travel privately, and the fall in demand
leads to increases in average costs, further falls in demand, and so on. The intuitively reasonable idea that a vicious cycle offalling demand and rising costs may
force a cost-covering increasing-returns industry to contract to a significantly
suboptimal level can be modeled rather simply.

5. Individual profit maximization
* It is natural to proceed now to a discussion of the market structure that
would result from profit maximizing behavior. The easiest approach is to consider first a single firm facing no competition other than the possibility of consumers' buying from the center and to analyze the firm's profit-maximizing
strategy. Suppose that it serves a market area of 0: the cost per unit of buying
from the center is then C(roq)r. The selling price P determines the market area
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0

through the equation
0
P + - rC(q81) = rC(q81).
2

(15)

The left-hand side gives the cost a consumer on the edge of the market would
incur by buying from the shop. The right-hand side gives the cost to him of
buying directly: the edge of the market is by definition the point where these are
equal. The shop's total profit is
(P

C(rOq)r)rOq.

-

(16)

Substituting for P from (15) and maximizing with respect to 0 give
C(qq1)(1 - 0)

-

rOqC'(rOq) - C(rOq) = 0.

(17)

Equation (17) is not easily analyzed in this general form, but for the function
C(Q) = a/Q + ,B it yields a solution
a
o'=
~:1.
'
a + f3q81
For small 80, this solution is larger than 0* for the same function, so that an
individual profit-maximizing shop would seek to control an area greater in size
than the optimal market area. Perhaps it is worth pointing out that although the
individuals' demands are inelastic, the demand faced by a firm is elastic because
its market area declines as the price rises. It is this elasticity, whose magnitude
is determined by the cost to the consumers of providing the service themselves,
which determines the profit-maximizing price.

6. Joint profit maximization
* A natural extension is to consider the policy of a firm's owning a chain of
retail outlets which it may position as it wishes around the perimeter. We
assume the firm positions these and chooses pricing policies so as to maximize
the total profits earned in the whole market. It can once again reasonably be
assumed that the solution is symmetric with each shop's having a market area 0".
The boundary of a market area may be determined either by the now standard
condition that at this point a consumer is indifferent between buying from the
shop or from the center or by the condition that the consumer is indifferent
between buying from two equidistant shops. In the latter case the common cost
to the consumer of buying from the equidistant shops cannot exceed the cost of
buying from the center (or the point under consideration would not be in either
shop's area), but at the same time will clearly not be less if profits are being
maximized. Hence, the boundary of the shops' market areas can once again be
defined by the indifference of a consumer between buying from a shop or from
the center.
Market areas are therefore again determined by (15), the profit of each firm
by (16), and total profits are given by 2iX/0"times (16), that is:
2Trrq(C(q8l)r - -rC(q8l)
2

-

C(rOq)r).

This has an obvious interpretation: 2lTrq is the total amount sold, and the
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FIGURE 4
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expression in brackets is the difference between price and cost. Differentiating
with respect to 0 gives as a first-order condition for a maximum
C (rO"q)

=

--C(q1).
2rq

(18)

Recalling (8),
C'(r0*q)

-_

61C(q61)

it is clear that
C (r0"q)
C'(0 O*q)
so that in general 0" is much less than 0*.
It is also important to note that the expression for total profit can be written
2-ir2q C(q8l)(I -

)-

(r0 )

which makes it clear that a necessary condition for the attainment of positive
profits is that 0 < 2. But with 0 thus bounded above, C(roq) must rise as r falls
to zero, and indeed for a cost function with fixed costs C(r0q) will rise without
limit as r falls. This suggests that there will typically be some minimum value
of r below which the maximum profit level achievable is always negative, and
below which the market will not be served. Figure 4 illustrates this point
graphically. A retailer is located at position 0 and obtains goods at a cost of
rC(Orq). The consumer can obtain them directly for rC(q6l), and 0 is determined so that at 0/2 the seller's price plus transportation costs along the circumference equal this direct cost. As r is reduced, rC(qq1) and (0/2)rC(q1) both
fall, but rC(Orq) may rise, thus squeezing profits from both sides and causing
them to vanish at a positive radius. At such a point, the market will cease to be
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served by profit-maximizing firms, even though the existence of a retail system
will still be socially optimal.
To illustrate these points, we present the values of 0* and 0"for two specific
functions in Table 2. In each case the ratio 0*10"equals (2)1/2, with 0* much larger
than 0". For the function C(Q) = 1/Q, it is also relatively easy to confirm that
for r _ 1/2, the maximum attainable profits under the joint profit-maximizing
solution are negative, thus ensuring that the market would not be supplied.
It is clear that for each of the cost functions discussed,
0"->0

as

60=

/llr->O.

That is, the profit-maximizing market area shrinks towards zero as the significance of individual consumers does likewise-or as the radius rises without
limit. In either case the density of demand per radian is rising, so that it is perhaps
not surprising that the angular density of shops also rises. In terms of Figure 4,
the vertical distance rC(q6l) rises, as does the slope of the line showing circumferential transportation costs, and the balance is such that their intersection
moves to the left.
The following proposition summarizes the results of this section.
Proposition 1. Under the joint profit-maximizing regime, there are two possibilities. If the market is big, there will be more shops with smaller market areas
than is socially optimal. In the case of a small market, however, there will be no
shops, even though optimality requires a positive number.
Heuristically, one might say that in large markets there is excessive product
differentiation via location, and in small markets product differentiation is
insufficient. That such an outcome should result from economies of scale is not
intuitively surprising: scale economies obviously increase the attractiveness of
large relative to small markets.

7. Price discrimination via free delivery
* In the model under discussion, the results above show that joint profit
maximization does not lead to the socially optimal outcome. It has often been
conjectured that in such situations allowing the monopolist to practice price
discrimination will restore efficiency, and it will be shown below that in the
context of the present model this is certainly true. Spence (1976) also demonstrates this result for his model. A more general set of results on the efficiency of
discriminatory pricing in a general equilibrium model with increasing returns
in production appears in Brown and Heal (1980). The results of that paper and of
Brown and Heal (1979) imply that efficiency cannot always be attained by discriminatory pricing in a general equilibrium model with nonconvexities. In
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general, of course, this type of result is of only limited interest, because effective
and complete price discrimination is a very complex form of behavior, requiring
a great deal of information about the demand pattern of each consumer. Spence
quite reasonably describes it as unrealistic in the context of his model. However,
in the present model matters are simpler.
In the current model, complete price discrimination can be achieved by
setting the price to each consumer at slightly less than the cost to him of buying
directly from the center, and this, in turn, can be done by the retail chain's
quoting a uniform delivered price at this level to all consumers and meeting all
transportation costs itself. It should be intuitively very clear that this will lead to
the efficient outcome. Once it has been decided to sell to each consumer at
fractionally less than the cost to him of buying from the center, the chain's total
revenue is fixed, and maximizing profits is equivalent to minimizing the transportation costs incurred in meeting total consumer demand-and this is precisely the problem that was used to define the socially optimal outcome in
Section 3.
There are two stages involved in demonstrating the result at issue. The
first is to show that a policy of price discrimination such as that outlined is indeed
profit-maximizing, and the second is to confirm that such a policy leads to the
socially optimal market areas. Although demonstrating that the suggested policy
is profit-maximizing among the set of all conceivable policies involves technicalities that do not seem worth tackling, it is routine to show that it is best
among the set of policies which take the form of charging consumers at an
angular distance cafrom the shop a shop price PS plus some fixed fraction K of
transport costs:
P(ca) = Ps + KC(q6l)rae.
By computing total profits from this rule it is easy to verify that the firm should
set K = 0 and P, = C(q6l)r, as suggested.
It remains to show that this policy leads to the correct market areas. This is
again simple: the total revenue to the retail chain is 27rrq(C(q61) - E), where E is
the amount by which it undercuts direct buying from the center. Under the
assumption that deliveries to separate customers are separate and independent
journeys, so that there are no circumferential economies of scale, the total costs
per shop are

r0/2

C(r0q)r0qr + 2 |

61
C(q6l)roa - da,
60

giving total costs to the chain of
2C(rOq)r2q7 + C(q6l)q

-

60

r

- ir.

2

As revenues are independent of 0, maximizing profit is equivalent to minimizing
this term, which is identical with equation (7), whose minimum defines the
socially optimal market area 0*, thus establishing the desired result.
It is perhaps worth observing that the assumption that circumferential
deliveries are independent journeys yielding no economies of scale is almost
certainly unreasonable in the present context. One would expect the retail
chain to organize deliveries so as to minimize the circumferential costs for any
given market size, thereby leading to a lower total than the optimum reported
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in Section 3, though if the assumption of that section about circumferential
transport arrangements were appropriately revised, the two outcomes would
again coincide.
One final point that is worth emphasizing about the discussion of this section is the interpretation of price discrimination via free delivery when the
model is applied to the transportation problem discussed earlier. Uniform
pricing in this case means that everyone has to pay the same fare to reach the
center, whatever the distance of his residence from a station. Such a policy
could, for example, be implemented by a fixed-fare circumferential public
transportation system, so that the total fare for a journey to the center is independent of its point of origin.

8. Free entry
* In the model under consideration the products of sellers are necessarily
differentiated by location, and the number of sellers is necessarily finite. Hence,
there is little meaning to a perfectly competitive solution. The most appropriate
analogue to this is almost certainly a free-entry solution, i.e., the outcome of
a process in which firms continue to establish new shops until the profits of all
are driven down to zero. Let 0 be the market area of a representative shop in
such an equilibrium. Then its selling price must be C(rOq)r, and its market
area must be given by
C(rOq)r + r

-

2

C(q61) = rC(q61).

(14)

The reader will note that this is in fact simply equation (14), used earlier to define the equilibrium market areas in a regime of average cost pricing. It is, of
course, clear that the two equilibria will be the same, as both involve the same
pricing rule.
The analysis of Section 4 now gives us complete information about the
equilibrium possibilities in the present case. Typically, there will either be two
equilibrium market sizes or none (see Table 1). If there are two possible equilibria, then for the cost functions analyzed, one of these may be quite similar to the
optimal outcome; if there are none, then it is clear from Figure 3 that a firm
competing with the possibility of consumers' buying directly from the center
can never make a profit (rC(q6l) is always less than average cost), and no firm
will enter. As the parameters of the system are varied, the two distinct equilibria
may fuse and vanish-an interesting example of a bifurcation.
In Section 4 it was suggested that of the two possible equilibria, the one
with the larger market area was stable. The reasoning was that a firm pricing at
average cost with an initial market area in excess of 62 would find its market contracting, and that firms whose areas were initially between 6, and 62, and who
competed only with the possibility of buying from the center, would likewise
find their market growing. In the present case it is no longer clear that these
arguments are valid. Although firms will be pricing at average cost at a zeroprofit equilibrium, it is not clear that they will do so out of equilibrium. For
example, they could price at rC(q6l), the price of buying from the center. In
this case &,is likely to be unstable and &,stable. The point is that under such a
policy, a market area between &,and &,would generate positive profits, attracting new entrants and driving down market size to &l.On the other hand, areas
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FIGURE 5
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less than 01 or greater than 02 would generate losses, forcing firms out of business and increasing market areas. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.
An alternative assumption would be that in the situation under consideration, with shops competing with both existing and potential entrants for
markets, prices would be set at or near average cost, partly to deter potential
entrants by a form of limit pricing and partly to realize the competitive advantages of economies of scale. In this case the outcome will depend on initial conditions, but if the initial number of shops is less than 27r/&, the outcome will be
an equilibrium with areas of &,. The need to recognize the role of initial conditions arises because if the number of shops initially present exceeds 27i/62, an
equilibrium with areas &,cannot be established without the elimination of some
firms. In such a process firms are likely to react to each others' policy choices,
and it will be more appropriate to consider a game-theoretic equilibrium concept such as that of Nash. As will be shown in the next section, this raises
problems of its own.
The discussion of free entry can be summarized in the following terms.
If the market is small, no firms will enter. If it is large, there are two possible
equilibrium configurations, involving either large numbers of small shops or
small numbers of large shops. In the case of the cost functions considered in
detail, both equilibria will involve market sizes less than the optimal, although
the large-number equilibrium may be nearly optimal. It is not clear which of
these equilibrium configurations is the more stable: this depends on the adjustment process and initial conditions assumed.

9. Nash equilibria
* We have already indicated that it may be appropriate to consider the outcome of strategic interactions between competing shops. This clearly opens up
a very wide range of possibilities, and we shall not attempt a comprehensive
exploration here. Instead, we consider one possible outcome, a Nash equilibrium. Indeed, we shall only focus on symmetric Nash equilibria; it is not at
present clear whether this represents a real restriction.
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Consider a shop located at position 0, with nearest neighbors located at
angular distances + j, each charging a price P. A consumer located at angular
distance 0 from the shop (o < p)will face a cost of
P +

(q - O)rC(q&l)

in buying from the nearest competitor. It follows that if the original firm charges
a price P0, its market angle 0 will be determined by
0
PO + - rC(q1)

=

P +

2

-

9ir6'
2) (1

(19)

2

(

or

0=

P

(20)

?-Po
rC(q61)

which has the reassuring property that 0 = p when P = P0. The total profit
of the firm under consideration, given the location of the nearest neighbors
and their prices, will be
(PO - C(r0q)r)rOq = (P + qrC(q1) - OrC(q1)

- C(r0q)r)r0q.

Maximizing with respect to 0 produces the first-order condition:

PL+ C(q1)(q4
r

-

20)

-

C(r0q)

-

rC'(rOq)q = 0.

(21)

Equation (21) defines a value of 0 (and hence via (20) a value of P0) which
represents a profit-maximizing response to the price P charged by neighbors
located at ?qi. For the function C(Q) = 1/Q, (21) implies that
0=

2r

?-, qj(22)

2

and by restricting attention to symmetric equilibria where 0

= q,

Pq5l
r

we find that
(23)

The analysis has now given us details of a Nash equilibrium that satisfies
a symmetry condition. The equilibrium consists of shops with market areas
0 charging prices P related to 0 by (23). It should be noted that there is nothing
in (21), or its particular solution (22), which requires symmetry and 0 = +:
this is an additional condition being imposed because it seems a priori reasonable
that the equilibrium locations for technologically identical firms in a symmetric
space with uniform demand should also be symmetric-or at least that the
symmetric equilibria should be of particular interest. Given the symmetry restriction, and given a market described by values of r, q, /1and a cost function
C(Q) = 1/Q, it follows that corresponding to a market size 0, there exists a
price P, given by (23), such that shops charging price P with market area 0
constitute a Nash equilibrium.
This clearly implies that the symmetric Nash equilibrium is far from unique.
Nevertheless, there are limits within which 0 must lie if there is to be a price
P, given by (23), such that 0 and P form a Nash equilibrium. An upper bound
on 0 exists because firms have to compete with the possibility of a consumer's
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buying directly from the center, and this places an upper limit on the market
area sustainable. There is a lower limit because unless 0 is at least a certain
size, it is not possible to make a positive profit.
For the particular cost function considered above, we can easily derive
these limits. The requirement that a consumer on the edge of the market must
not prefer to buy from the center can be stated as:

C(q6l) - r + P
2

and substituting from (23) and C(Q)

=

?

C(q6l)r,

1/Q, we have:

c213.

A shop's profit is given by
7 = (P -

C(roq)r)r0q,

so that 7r ' 0 requires
02 _

6l/r.

It is now clear that for the cost function C(Q) = 1/Q, there is an infinity of symmetric Nash equilibria having market areas 0 and prices rOlq6l, for values of 0
satisfying 0 < 2/3 and 02= 61/r. These bounds of course imply that all of these
equilibria involve market areas considerably below the optimum. They also
imply that imperfectly competitive firms whose interactions are represented by
symmetric equilibria will not serve small markets. It should be noted that
profits will differ across these Nash equilibria, and will be greatest for those with
the largest market area and price. If one imposes the constraint that because of
the possibility of entry, firms in the industry wish to hold the profit level below
some preassigned level, then this may impose an additional degree of determinancy on the solution. A limiting case of this would be the zero-profit
condition.

10. Conclusions
* We have applied the model introduced in this paper to a wide range of
issues, and we shall make no attempt here to summarize all that has emerged.
However, it is clear that one can easily adapt it to analyze certain efficiency
issues relating to retailing, transportation, and product differentiation in general.
There are two conclusions that I would like to highlight. One is that with
increasing returns, whether there is excessive or insufficient product differentiation depends on the scale of the market. In terms of variety, small markets are
underserved and large markets overserved. Anyone whose tastes or needs are
at all nonstandard will no doubt find that this is substantiated by casual empiricism. The other, rather different, conclusion that appears to merit emphasis
is that the impact of enforcing a cost-covering policy may be very destructive.
It can lead to an equilibrium very different from the optimum or even to the
nonexistence of an equilibrium.
Obviously, the clarity with which these conclusions emerge has much to do
with the very simple structure of the model. However, it seems likely that these
results would be robust to considerable relaxations of the assumptions.
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